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Abstract. This literature review aims to describe the role, function, and benefits of augmented reality and problem-based learning (PBL) in physical education and sports learning. Secondary data collection systematic literature review (SLR) method, through the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta Analysis (PRISMA) approach. Results; AR and PBL very clearly help the learning process of physical education and sports to be more creative and innovative, and in accordance with the times. AR is highly recommended for use in physical education and sports learning to be more creative and innovative but with various additional features. AI, VR, and Educational Robotics are far more developed than AR, but the advantages of AR are efficiency, easy, and cheap for all groups. Simultaneously, no journals describe the advantages and disadvantages of PBL compared to other learning methods, but PBL is more effective than traditional learning (teacher-centered learning). It was also found that PBL is very relevant to be implemented in universities because it is in accordance with the age level of students to learn with a critical situation of a problem.
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1. Introduction

The use of renewable learning resources results in better learning outputs [1]. Learning implemented through innovative technology will result in interesting and varied learning [2]. The creativity of teaching staff enhanced by a positive personality results in better learning outputs [3]. The development of the times requires teaching staff to be able to implement the latest and newest learning [4]. Teachers in modern times are required to be able to integrate traditional and modern methods for learning effectiveness [5]. Various explanations related to the demands of creative and innovative physical education and sports learning require teaching staff to innovate more. The classic problem in the process of physical education and sports, both those held in educational units and universities in...
developing countries (one of which is Indonesia), is always related to the imbalance between the number of students and the facilities and infrastructure prepared, so that learning is needed that can be done anywhere and anytime by students, secondly, learning that is still teacher center learning so that the learning process is very monotonous and students are not active in it.

Practitioners and researchers use augmented reality (AR) as a solution to the first problem. AR has been adopted as a powerful tool to improve the teaching and learning experience in many classrooms [6]. AR can be utilized in the field of education because it is 3D and more realistic or concrete than 2D media [7]. The second problem solution uses Problem-Based Learning (PBL). PBL as a teaching method in the New Era in the teaching process of various subjects [8]. PBL can be used by physical education lecturers and teachers in order to help students solve problems that are deliberately created, so it is hoped that these problem-solving skills will have implications in their future lives [9] [10] [11]. The application of the PBL model in learning can improve higher order thinking skills (analysis, synthesis, and evaluation) [12]. PBL is a learner-centered learning model that provides various real-life problems for learners [13]. PBL provides the right learning environment to improve students' metacognitive and scientific reasoning [14] [15]. Based on the need for the presence of learning that is far more creative, and innovative and of course produces learning that has high-quality value, as well as being a reference material in solving physical education and sports learning problems, we propose this literature review. The focus of the data that will be displayed in this literature review will at least describe the role, function, and benefits of AR and PBL in physical education and sports learning, as well as their respective advantages and disadvantages.

2. Methods

Some concepts and procedures for literature review include; Secondary data collection can use the systematic literature review (SLR) method. The procedure for retrieving data by accessing journal indexes facilitates searching using keywords according to the theme to be reviewed [16]. A literature study is a research design by collecting data sources related to a topic. Data collection with database search tools from Google Scholar, ERIC, and or Scopus using tools; search terms in each database. The way this method works is by analyzing journals and then making summaries related to research questions and objectives [17]. This literature review uses the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and the Meta-Analysis method commonly referred to as PRISMA. This method requires certain stages so that it makes it different from just a literature study / traditional review. The following are the stages using the PRISMA method in this literature review: Stages of determining objectives and background, namely "student center learning process and learning media that can be run anytime and anywhere for students". The problem identification stage is "describing the role, function, and benefits of AR and PBL as in physical education and sports learning, as well as their respective advantages and disadvantages". Data search and
screening stages, namely; 1) Search techniques using application assistance (Mendeley, VOSviewer, Publish, or Perish). 2) The search time range is 2019-2023. 3) Initial findings using search keywords amounted to 821 articles. The data extraction stage (determining important findings related to the objectives and background of the research, and taking into account the limitations of the author) amounted to 65 articles. The data synthesis stage is the grouping of data, facts, and information which are then concluded in order to answer the objectives and background of the research.

3. Results and Discussion

The following is the distribution and description of research results that "describe the role, function, and benefits of AR and PBL as in physical education and sports learning, as well as their respective advantages and disadvantages" that are disseminated in scientific journals.
### Table 1. The results of data synthesis of the role, function, and benefits of augmented reality and problem-based learning as in physical education and sports learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Article Identity</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AR in Physical Education and Sports Learning</td>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>AR allows users to place digital information in the physical world through mobile devices. As well as physical education learning (practical) can be digitally poured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>VR and AR can provide benefits in supporting the modern physical education process, and help promote effective learning for students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>AR can be a medium in observing various scenes in sports, but still requires various other additional features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>AR is a distance learning solution to improve the understanding of physical activity and sports in the community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PBL in Physical Education and Sport Learning</td>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>It is possible to improve the competence of physical education students in athletics on increasing conceptual, procedural and attitudinal knowledge through PBL and project-based learning (PJBL).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>PJBL can be an effective method of introductory anatomy learning, through self-directed learning of anatomy before embarking on a more rigorous and difficult program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>The Faculty of Sports Science, which has a physical education study program, specifically teaches anatomy which includes understanding theory, which can easily be learned through practical activities with a PBL approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>Project-based learning, problem-based learning, and discovery learning are effective in improving the teaching skills of physical education and sport teachers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>Problem-based learning and flipped classroom models combined with Android applications based on biomechanical analysis are effective for improving student learning outcomes in pencaksilat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>Recommend incorporating PBL into physical education teaching considering that after PBL the average badminton performance score and students’ learning motivation increased.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>PBL is essential in the reform of the teaching process of money physical education organized by colleges and universities. PBL significantly increases student engagement in class and improves knowledge acquisition compared to traditional classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[29]</td>
<td>PBL facilitates skill development and increases learning motivation by providing opportunities for students to interact and help each other in physical education learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>Various learning methods are highly recommended to respond to certain situations (Covid 19), one of which is PBL.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. The results of the data synthesis of the advantages and disadvantages of augmented reality and problem-based learning as physical education and sports learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Article Identity</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Kelebihan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AR Physical Education and Sports Learning</td>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>Compared to virtual reality (VR), AR in education provides more specific information, timely teaching and scaffolding, increased self-efficacy and tenacity, and better ease of collaboration and authoring. Rather than conducting problem-solving activities in a decontextualized setting, through AR learners can engage in inquiry-based problem-solving through interactive, dynamic, and contextualized learning experiences that encourage transfer to subsequent activities in the real world.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>The use of AR must always be balanced with accompanying learning methods, for that AR cannot stand alone as a learning medium, because otherwise AR is only limited to visual media.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>AR as one of the learning media that can be done anywhere and anytime, is one of the solutions to the needs of physical education learning, namely distance learning.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>AR technology can be a potential and effective tool to activate students' positive emotions in the PBL process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>AR is a learning media that is only one-way without a reciprocal response, so it needs development in the future. Despite the shortcomings of one-way AR, it is much cheaper, easier, and more practical to use more widely.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>PBL in Physical Education and Sport Learning</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our findings show that: (1) AR and PBL clearly help the learning process of physical education and sports to be more creative and innovative and in accordance with the times. (2) AR is highly recommended to be used in the learning process of physical education and sports to be more creative and innovative but with the addition of various additional features. (3) AI, VR, and Educational Robotics are far more developed than AR, but the advantages of AR are efficiency, easy, and cheap for all groups. (4) Simultaneously, there are no journals that describe the advantages and disadvantages of PBL compared to other learning methods, but the fact that PBL is more effective when compared to traditional learning (teacher-centered learning). It was also found that PBL is very relevant to be implemented in universities because it is in accordance with the age level of students to learn with a critical situation of a problem.

4. Conclusions

AR and PBL clearly help the learning process of physical education and sports to be more creative and innovative and in accordance with the times. AR is highly recommended to be used in the learning process of physical education and sports to be more creative and innovative but with the addition of various additional features. However, it must be understood that AI, VR, and Educational Robotics are far more developed than AR, as for the advantages of AR in efficiency, easy, and cheap for all groups. We did not find articles that simultaneously describe the advantages and disadvantages of PBL compared to other learning methods, but it is a fact that PBL is more effective when compared to traditional learning (teacher-centered learning). It was also found that PBL is very relevant to be implemented in higher education because it is in accordance with the age level of students to learn with a critical situation of a problem.
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